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Disciplined Alpha:
Building Consistent Alpha, Bond by Bond
By Lynne Royer, Head of the Loomis Sayles Disciplined Alpha Fixed Income Team and William Stevens

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The Disciplined Alpha Fixed
Income team believes
they can produce alpha
consistently by understanding
where bonds should trade at
any given time and making
good judgments within a
structured process every day.
• Buying bonds with attractive
value in our universe starts
with fundamental research.
Then, the contribution
of market forces is added
in with a quantification
and pricing of risks. Those
risks are measured by PI,
a dynamic risk framework
created to support position
sizing and sector positioning.
PI is our language for talking
about risk.
• Each trade is executed
within a highly disciplined
investment process. We
believe this process can
result in more favorable
performance for clients.

The spreads between bonds change every day.
Sometimes it’s for obvious fundamental reasons,
like global or company specific news, earnings
announcements, or changes in capital structure.
Other times, spreads move due to supply and demand
technicals, human behavior, or flawed analysis—
factors that have nothing to do with the fundamental
value of the underlying securities.
No matter the cause, spread changes present perpetual opportunity for investors to buy bonds
that offer a little more yield than they should, or to sell bonds at a lower yield than other
market participants should demand. It is possible to imagine markets with better information,
more sophisticated models and better decision-making, but it is hard to envision a world of
perfect valuations.
For the Loomis Sayles Disciplined Alpha team, every spread change represents a potential
opportunity to improve our portfolios. We believe we can produce alpha consistently by
understanding where bonds should trade at any given time and making good judgments
within a structured process every day.
Our investment philosophy has two central elements. The first is an intense focus on relative
value investing. We combine proprietary fundamental and quantitative research with
trading intelligence to generate real-time relative value insights across the investment grade
fixed income universe. Integrated risk management is the second part of our philosophy.
Thoroughly understanding and properly measuring risk is essential to relative value investing.
We analyze and quantify risk at the individual bond level, a method intended to support
superior security selection. Because this bond-by-bond risk assessment includes sector,
duration and curve risk, it can provide the team with a more accurate picture of top-down
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risks so the bonds can be managed appropriately. Duration and curve positioning in
particular are deliberately limited in order to focus the investment process on picking bonds
for our portfolios.
This long-held investment philosophy is borne out in the process we use to manage the
Loomis Sayles Disciplined Alpha strategies. We believe our rigorous, repeatable approach can
drive alpha consistently. The following explains how and why we invest the way we do.

Investment Process

SECURITY SELECTION
Security selection is rooted
in deep fundamental
research. The breadth
and the depth of this
fundamental research
contribute each and
every day to our views on
fundamental relative value.

The Disciplined Alpha decision-making structure and investment process have been
engineered to help promote security selection, relative value decisions and risk management.
As head of the strategies, Lynne has ultimate authority and accountability for portfolio
construction and performance. She leads a team of seasoned sector specialists and traders,
each of whom specializes in specific investment grade sectors, including government,
mortgage, corporate and asset-backed securities. In regular weekly discussions, Lynne, the
sector specialists and traders discuss fundamentals, relative value and technical trading
factors in their respective areas of expertise. At the conclusion of these meetings, Lynne and
the senior sector specialists set targets for duration, yield curve and sector risks. Each team
member has the flexibility to buy and sell securities within their area of responsibility, and
they allocate risks within pre-established guidelines around those targets. This process places
security selection decisions in the hands of the specialists who best understand the nuances of
their sectors and the analysis required to determine relative value.
Security selection is rooted in deep fundamental research. The Disciplined Alpha team works
closely with Loomis Sayles’ extensive research resources to understand the fundamental risks
and opportunities of each security that we are thinking of buying or selling, and we use this
view to determine which securities have value relative to each other. Our investment process
leverages the firm’s proprietary research in credit, sovereign, quantitative, macroeconomics,
equity, and mortgage and structured finance. Each day, the Disciplined Alpha analysts,
traders and portfolio managers talk to their counterparts to find out, for instance, how the
recent meeting with company management went, or what insights the property tour of
downtown Los Angeles brought out. The conversations can be as local as why prepayment
trends in Phoenix are diverging from those in Las Vegas, or as global as what the European
Central Bank’s next move might be. The breadth and the depth of this fundamental research
contribute each and every day to our views on fundamental relative value.
The process doesn’t end there, however. Trading intelligence completes the picture.
Liquidity, regulatory differences, current buyers or sellers and behavioral biases all affect
trading relationships. Trading relationships play an important role in determining profitable
opportunities in the market. Our highly experienced traders bring very specific expertise and
an ability to mine the type of information that drives trading relationships and contributes
to returns. There is no simple formula for this. Simple formulas are quickly arbitraged away.
Rather, it is talented, motivated investors working hard and making sound decisions within a
structured process every day.
Because we view every spread change and news item as a potential chance to better the
portfolio through either buys or sells, Loomis Sayles’ Disciplined Alpha strategies typically
have higher turnover than the average fixed income strategy.
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Risk Management
The fundamental building blocks of our risk management process were designed to improve
security selection. Quantifying the yield on the bond is reasonably straightforward;
quantifying the risks is not. How can you determine whether a bond is a good value—that is,
are you getting paid enough for the risks—if you haven’t quantified the risks? To buy bonds
with attractive value in our universe, we believe we must first quantify and price those risks.
Because we analyze and quantify risk at the individual bond level, we are highly confident
in the sum of those risks at the portfolio level and are disciplined about understanding and
assuming those risks.
By philosophy, we adopt the benchmark interest rate and yield curve risk as targets and
will allow only slight deviations based on compelling relative value opportunities. The
considerable talent and resources required to make those calls correctly are reallocated to
the security selection process, where we are much more confident in our ability to generate
alpha consistently.
SECTOR POSITIONS
Sector overweight or
underweight positions are
determined by the team’s
assessment of fundamentals,
relative value and market
technicals in each market
segment. The discipline
of managing to sector risk
targets keeps the team
continuously focused
on buying and selling
opportunities.

Sector overweight or underweight positions are determined by the team’s assessment of
fundamentals, relative value and market technicals in each market segment. The discipline
of managing to sector risk targets keeps the team continuously focused on buying and selling
opportunities. Further, our discipline of maintaining the target portfolio duration ensures
that virtually all buys and sells are offset by a corresponding sell or buy.
Because the majority of our resources and risk are focused on individual bonds, and because
we design our portfolios to be well diversified, tracking error—or performance deviations
from the benchmark—has tended to be below average. It is very much a benchmark-driven
process. In essence, we are short the benchmark and long our portfolio. Below-average
tracking error is not a goal of the process, but rather has been a result of the process.
PI: OUR RISK LANGUAGE

In Life of Pi,i Yann Martel says, “Life is a story…You can choose your story.”
We tell our story using PI, a dynamic risk framework we created to support position sizing
and sector positioning. PI is our language for talking about risk.
PI stands for portfolio impact. A 3 PI overweight position in a bond with a beta of 1 implies
that the portfolio would be expected to lose 3 basis points in total performance if the bond’s
spread widened by 100 basis points. The PI calculation incorporates the size of the position,
its sensitivity to changes in interest rates, and its sensitivity to changes in sector spreads.
For instance, a riskier credit would be expected to have a higher PI than a more conservative
credit, given the same position size and interest rate risk.
Positions are sized by PI and conviction. Generally, higher conviction positions will have
higher PIs.ii
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THE IMPORTANCE OF ATTRIBUTION
PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS
Each bond’s performance
contribution is calibrated to
its contribution to portfolio
risk. This feedback loop
is extremely important in
reinforcing the analytical
process and the tenet that
relative value decisions must
always be risk adjusted.

Different performance expectations for individual securities are also carried through
to performance attribution. Each bond’s performance contribution is calibrated to its
contribution to portfolio risk. This feedback loop is extremely important in reinforcing the
analytical process and the tenet that relative value decisions must always be risk adjusted.
Buy-side investors are often trained to look at absolute returns, or whether a bond’s spread
has tightened or widened relative to a benchmark like US Treasurys. Those simple metrics
undermine a relative value process because they are not risk adjusted.
Our team receives daily risk-adjusted attribution reported on a bond-by-bond basis. Each
team member’s contribution to portfolio performance is based on this measure. Every
morning, team members look up their individual scores to see what has been successful and
what has not. They also report their scores on a monthly and quarterly basis, as we feel it is
essential to carefully measure and manage this process given our objective of consistently
adding excess returns.

Why Manage Money This Way?
When we began managing money for clients more than two decades ago,iii we started from
three fundamental beliefs.
First, we had worked with dozens of skilled traders over the years and found that very few
were capable of consistently predicting market movements. Many tried, but we found few that
made money consistently. On the other hand, savvy traders could be taught to profit more
consistently through market-making, and some proved even more successful by combining
research with trading skill. This combination formed the basis for our investment philosophy.
The second belief was that research-based market-making was vulnerable to bad hedging.
The hedges needed to neutralize significant risks in a cost-effective way often had little to do
with the amount of capital involved. Instead, it had to do with the risk exposures and their
volatility. The efficiency and the nature of the hedges then directly related to the value of the
securities and where they should—and could—trade.
Finally, we believed it would be difficult to convince clients of this approach because it is not
common practice. We needed to “take out the noise” in the return patterns to ensure the
alpha we were earning showed through clearly. In an effort to prevent curve and duration drift
from swamping incremental alpha gains, we made a steadfast commitment to manage within
tight bands around benchmark interest rate and yield curve risk targets.
A number of years later, Ronald N. Kahn wrote a series for Barra entitled, “Seven
Quantitative Insights into Active Management.”iv Kahn’s piece lent quantitative support to
our investment process. It also gave us a language and a framework for communicating the
process to more quantitatively inclined investors.
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Kahn’s seven insights were:
1. “ACTIVE MANAGEMENT IS FORECASTING.”

Our forecasting is primarily at the security level. Consistent with Kahn, we hold the securities
that we expect to outperform, underweight those we expect to underperform, and market
weight where we think the consensus is right. Though fundamentally true, the presence of
transaction costs and the timing of entry and exit points means that any given time, it is only
approximately true for our portfolios.
2. “INFORMATION RATIOS DETERMINE VALUE ADDED.”

According to Kahn, “…so all investors regardless of preferences, will agree that the highest
information ratio can provide the most value.” In the article, he provides the mathematical
basis for this insight. If most investors agree with Kahn and prefer the highest information
ratio managers, then our strategy should be attractive given its historic information ratio.
For example, our Core Disciplined Alpha strategy has one of the highest information ratios
of more than 250 track records in the eVestment Alliance database.v
3. “INFORMATION RATIOS, AS THE KEY TO ACTIVE MANAGEMENT, DEPEND ON BOTH
SKILL AND BREADTH.”

For skill, we have dedicated our resources to combining the insights from deep fundamental
analysis with the market information content that we believe only very skilled traders can
provide. For breadth, our turnover has been above average and virtually always security driven.
Kahn cited four implications of this insight:
• “Given some skill, bet as often as possible.” We find opportunities nearly every day and
run a very diversified portfolio.
• “Combine models, because breadth applies across models as well as assets.” We do this in
a literal sense by using models from many different sources, but also metaphorically by
distributing decision-making on the team.
• “Don’t market time.” Duration calls are unusual and small. They generally introduce no
more tracking error than an individual security-selection decision.
• “Tactical asset allocation has a high skill hurdle.” It has been rare for us to have a large
risk-adjusted sector position. Smaller allocations are usually driven by the availability of
bottom-up opportunities.
4. “TO CONVERT FROM RAW SIGNALS TO ALPHAS REQUIRES CONTROLLING FOR
EXPECTATIONS, SKILL AND VOLATILITY.”

Kahn meant this as a theoretical calculation methodology, but it is also very much true in our
portfolio management. Our portfolio construction methodology is based on the combination
of expectations, confidence and expected volatility.
5. “DATA MINING IS EASY.”

While many of our strategies and risk processes have been back-tested, none has started from
historical data alone.
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6. “IMPLEMENTATION SUBTRACTS VALUE.”

Here we have a slightly different view. Many on our team have had experience on the sell
side and understand the impact of transaction costs. We use this experience as we seek to
minimize transaction costs. But there is informational benefit to trading actively in seeing
trade flows, being the early call, and knowing trading levels rather than quoting levels.
This intelligence is very important in understanding relative value opportunities.
7. “IT’S HARD TO DISTINGUISH SKILL FROM LUCK.”

The mathematically inclined use information ratio to infer a probability that a track record is
based on luck. Even at the low probability our Core Disciplined Alpha track record suggests,
we encourage institutional investors to get to know us and to judge the durability of our
investment process for themselves.

A Strategy for Benchmark-Oriented Investors
This strategy isn’t for all investors. The Disciplined Alpha strategies are not absolute-return
oriented, nor do we attempt to predict the interest rate environment. Our clients tend to
choose a benchmark for portfolio construction reasons and expect their manager to add value
above that. Often they are risk averse—they see more risk with dramatic underperformance
than benefit from dramatic outperformance. Or they allocate their risk to equity or
alternatives strategies and demand consistency from their bond managers.
Clients also sometimes choose us because our strategy is highly differentiated. They tell us that
combining distinct value-added strategies can reduce portfolio risk without hurting returns.
There are no guarantees, of course, either that the benchmark will produce positive returns or
that we will outperform the benchmark. Investing involves risk, including risk of loss.

Conclusion
Loomis Sayles has built its reputation around the quality of its fundamental research.
The Disciplined Alpha team uses that research for active relative value investing to deliver a
security selection strategy that is totally benchmark driven. We come in every day excited by
the possibility of making a quarter or half a basis point, one small trade at a time. Each trade
is executed in support of a highly disciplined investment philosophy. We believe this process
can result in more favorable outperformance for clients.
LOOMIS SAYLES DISCIPLINED ALPHA PLATFORM
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A version of this report was originally published in August 2014. We have updated the data
and content as necessary and otherwise believe the information is current and relevant.
William Stevens retired from his role as Co-Head of the Loomis Sayles Disciplined Alpha
Fixed Income team in June 2017. Lynne continues to manage the platform using the same
investment process that she and William developed over 20 years.

About Risk
Portfolios that invest in bonds can lose their value as interest rates rise and an investor can
lose principal. Because the portfolio can invest a percentage of assets in debt securities that are
rated below investment grade, the value of the portfolio can be adversely affected by changes
in economic conditions or other circumstances. These events could reduce or eliminate the
capacity of issuers of these securities to make principal and interest payments. Lower-rated debt
securities have speculative characteristics because of the credit risk of their issuers and may be
subject to greater price volatility than higher-rated investments. The secondary market for these
securities may lack liquidity which may adversely affect the value of these securities and that of
the portfolio. The portfolio may invest a percentage of assets in foreign securities, which could
cause the value of the portfolio to be adversely affected by changes in currency exchange rates,
political, and economic developments.
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Endnotes
i

Martel, Yann. Life of Pi. New York: Harcourt, Inc., 2001.

ii

PI = z/(λσ0 )
We believe this trade sizing rule is intuitively reasonable, but even better, it’s also theoretically
optimal. A security selection strategy avoids taking significant factor bets. So most of the tracking
error risk is due to individual position decisions. In that setting, the Markowitz mean-variance
efficient portfolio takes the form PI ≈ z where PI is proportional to the idiosyncratic risk of the
position as described above and z is a risk-standardized measure of expected alpha in the trade,
often referred to as a z-score.

iii

Lynne Royer joined Loomis Sayles 1/1/2010. William Stevens joined 12/12/2009. William
retired from his role as Co-Head of the Loomis Sayles Disciplined Alpha Fixed Income team in
June 2017.

iv

Kahn, Ronald N. “Seven Quantitative Insights into Active Management.” Barra Newsletter.
June 1996.

v

Data as of 3/31/2018. Source: eASE Analytics System; eVestment Alliance is the ranking agency.
Universe: eA US Core Fixed Income; 258 observations. Although we believe it is reliable, we
cannot guarantee the accuracy of data from a third party source.

WILLIAM STEVENS

Disclosure
Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
There is no guarantee that a strategy will achieve its objective or generate positive or excess return.
This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment
advice. Opinions or forecasts contained herein reflect the subjective judgments and assumptions
of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect the views of Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P.
Investment recommendations may be inconsistent with these opinions. There is no assurance that
developments will transpire as forecasted and actual results will be different. Data and analysis does
not represent the actual or expected future performance of any investment product. Information,
including that obtained from outside sources, is believed to be correct, but Loomis cannot guarantee
its accuracy. This information is subject to change at any time without notice.
LS Loomis | Sayles is a trademark of Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P. registered in the US Patent
and Trademark Office.
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